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INTRODUCTION

From January to May, 1987, Michael. Holzman, Richard Sterling and I, representing the
Lehman College Institute for Literacy Studies, led a series of workshops at the
Consortium for Worker Education in which teachers met with one another and with us to
examine the goals and structures of the GED curriculum (and, ultimately, of ABE and
ESL curricula as well) and to explore innovative ways of using language for learning in the
classroom. Through the readings, writings, awl discussions in the workshops, teachers had
the opportunity to exchange current good practice from their classrooms, to constructively
address the constraints on their teaching, and to develop tueoretical frameworks from
which to generate new ways of teaching their classes. They experimented with new
teaching practices, discussed the results of these experiments, and then collaboratively
produced lessons and projects which can serve as models for other learning activities in
classes run by the Consortium.

This booklet represents the work done by the participating GED/ABE/ESL instructors in
collaboration with the Institute for Literacy Studies. We have divided it into three main
sections. Some Notes on Teaching and Learning Beliefs is a statement, in list form, of
what all participants in the workshops agreed represented components of their philosophy
of teaching and learning. A major challenge of the workshops was to develop ways in
which these philosophical statements could be put into practice in the classroom.
TeachinfiLmraIng Approaches lists and defines those classroom strategies which seemed
to best fit the philosophy and, where possible, offers quick examples of how these
approaches have worked or might work in the classroom. Finely, Sample Applications of
Beliefs and Approaches offers lessons and projects that participating teachers
designed -- individually or collaboratively --and implemented based on their workshop
readings, writings, and discussions.

Some acknowledgements need to be made in connection with this project. First of all,
this work would not have been possible without the attention and advice of Fran Boren,
Director of the Consortium for Worker Education, whose vision as an educator has been
central to the development of the Consortium's programs. Second, the participating
teachers, who met with us regularly at odd hours (and in odd moms) in spite of
exhaustion, bad weather, and long teaching days, demonstrated an enormous commitment
to classroom experimentation and careful thinking about educational issues. And third,
there would have been no publication without the triumph of Cynthia Green, Executive
Assistant at the Institute, over our new desktop publishing equipment. Thanks to all.

This work is by no means exhaustive. We do hope, though, that the ideas and practical
classroom suggestions it contains are useful, and serve as invitations to other Consortium
teachers to experiment in their own classes.

Marcie Wolfe
Institute for Literacy Studies
August, 1987
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SECTION 1

SOME NOTES ON TEACHING/LEARNING BELIEFS
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SOME NOTES ON TEACHING/LEARNING BELIEFS

Student Knowledge

1. Know who the learners are--adults who bring their backgrounds, their cultures, to the
program.

2. Work from what students know, rather than from what they do not know--use student
knowledge as part of the classroom process.

3. Support students' strengths, build their confidence.

4. Foster student perception of the class as a place where they can achieve success and
accomplishment.

Active Learning

5. Foster student control over the educational process, rather than dependency on
teachers or curricular materials.

6. Encourage collaborative work by the students.

7. Pi omote active learning; encourage students to pose their own questions rather than
just answering the questions of others.

8. Encourage students to bring to the class materials they are comfortable with, which
they find relevant to the work there.

9. Provide students with real reading materialsbooks, newspapers, what students want
to read.

10. Use writing as one way of learning about the self, and about content material.

11. Encourage discussion connected to reading and writing.

12. Develop a community of learners/teachers in the classroom.

Mr
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GED For What?

13. Understand that students see GED classes as a way to achieve their educational
goals.

14. Use GED materials and tests as a beginning point for learning, as well as an initial
goal.

15. Provide students with practice in analyzing the types of questions used on the GEL),
not simply practice in answering them.

Power

16. Know yourself well; reflect on and question the impact of what you do in the
classroom.

17. Examine the issue of power in the classroom as a vehicle for student/teacher
reflection about the world.
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SECTION II

TEACHING/LEARNING APPROACHES
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TEACHING/LEARNING APPROACHE3

The ideas, lessons, and projects that follow in Section III focus on the teaching and
learning approaches listed below. Brief definitions and examples follow this page.

Student-centeredness

Examining our own writing processes

Speculative writing (writing to learn)

Learning logs

Dialogue writing

Timelines

Writing for self-awareness

Oral histories

Interviews

GED writing

Posing questions for reading comprehension

Working in groups

Building on students' prior knowledge

Hands-on/connections with work

10
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TEACHING/LEARNING APPROACHES:
DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES

Student-centeredness

Recent research and surveys of classrooms across the country suggest that efforts are
being made by teachers to try to correct the imbalance of power in the classroom.
Traditionally, classrooms have been "teacher- centered" -- students' learning experiences
principally have been controlled by the teacher. In a teacher-centered classroom, it is the
teachers who make decisions about material to be read and topics to be written about,
who ask the questions and control the discussion as students answer. We have spent a lot
of time this year discussing ways of making classrooms "student-centered," hoping to
define for ourselves what it means and how to achieve it.

tudent- centeredness implies that in a classroom power is shared, based on a common
understanding that students, as well as the teacher, bring with them goals and objectives
for learning, as well as prior knowledge and experience essential to learning new things.
Goals and objectives are then negotiated in the classroom; prior knowledge is invited and
validated, Topics to be covered, tasks to be accomplished, and methodology to be used
emerge from these negotiations.

There must be mutual respect, a professional understanding that the teacher and the
student are partners in creating the learning experiences that will benefit both.
Student-centeredness is best achieved when student and teacher understand that power
does not have to be threatening, that it can be used toward learning more about
themselves and life.

* * *

Shirley Edwards

An examination of the issue of POWER in the classroom can be a vehicle for reflection
about and in the world. Education is all but neutral and autonomous. This is by far the
most elusive issue in education (I have yet to find an education class or seminar that
would systematically address this question) and perhaps one of the greatest permanent
challenges to anyone earnestly involved in the learning process.

The classroom should be not only a place in which certain types of learning are
consistently tackled but it should also be a workshop, that is, a relatively free yet
supportive intellectual and emotional environment which propitiates new ways of
perceiving and hence acting.
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Freire's famous "reading of the world," which is critical to education as it must precede
the "reading nf words," may serve as a guiding metaphor even in GED courses when one
considers the importance of the student in the studying-learning process and implements
its broad implications.

Virginia Moore

Examining our own writing processes

Studies of the writing process have shown that the way people write is often a very
individual experience. Everyone does not have the same process; in fact, each of us
applies different strategies for writing when faced with different tasks. We plan writing
differently, get stuck in different places, experience frustration and satisfaction for
different reasons. This information is essential in working with students on their writing.
When we invite students to write, we should attend to the process of writing, not just to
the product. We should provide the opportunity for them to compose and then to revise
their work to get it closer to their meaning. It is useful to ask students to share what
happened to them as they wrote a practice GED essay, or a memory, or a letter. In this
way, students can help each other find strategies to get beyond difficulties as composing
and revising, and teachers can consider students' strengths and difficulties in they guide a
class through writing and then assess the final product. Teachers may discover, for
example, that students find it easier to write when they choose their own topics, or when
the writing is untimed; or that fear of spelling errors prevents some students from
composing freely; or that although the final piece still needs work, significant
improvements were made in revision.

After students write a piece for class, I often ask them to do one more short bit of
writingto tell the story of how they wrote the piece they wrote. In other words, what
difficulties did they have? How did they get beyond those difficulties? How did they find
a way to begin? What did they think about? Etc. Then I ask students to share this
writing and discuss.

Marcie Wolfe

Speculative writing (writing to learn)

Speculative (or expressive) writing represents on paper a learner's thinking, with little or
no attention to outside audiences or form. It is writing primarily for the writer, a way of
trying out and coming to terms with new ideas. Free from the restrictions of much formal
writing, a writer may jump from facts to questions to anecd-`e to emotion as she "thinks
out loud on paper" in response to new information read or experienced. Speculative
writing can be used to motivate interest in a topic, as a way of inviting students to make

13
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connections between their own experience and a topic, to express opinions and attitudes.
It can be done in response to readings or to begin or end a discussior in class.

In Bienvenida Rodriguez's classes, for example, students have used this type of writing to
speculate about the implications of the new immigration law. In Dorothy Suecoffs
classes, students wrote in response to the word, "welfare," discussed it, and then looked at
its meaning in the Constitution.

To assist students in understanding what is meant by "thinking on paper," you may want to
invite them to use any of the following sentence openers as a way of getting started:

I don't understand... I noticed...
I was reminded of... I'm surprised that...
I realize... I'm not sure...
I like the way... I wonder...
I think... If I were...
I'd like to know... Although it seems...
If , then... A central issue seems to be...
One consequence of
could be...

Learning logs

Speculative writing can be collected ;n a form of journal called a learning log. In a
learning log, students may, for exampl.,, keep a record of how they solve word problems
in math, or the questions they have about biology, or responses they have to a book they
are reading. See Allison Rutledge-Parisi's project on research journals (p. 30) for an
example.

Dialogue writing

Writing dialogues can be another way of using writing to learn, or to give students some
practice in writing in another form. Dialogues can be written by two students together,
passing one paper back and forth, or by individual students writing both parts of the
dialogue.

Dialogues might be written in which:
students introduce themselves to each other;
--students try to persuade each other about an issue;
--one or two students dramatize two characters' conflict in a book;
--students explain a concept to each other (e.g., in math);

14
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students dramatize an event in local, national, or world history (recent or
ancient);
students record an overheard conversation about an issue.

Dialogue can be a useful first step to writing a GED essay; through a dialogue on a
specific topic, students can discover and plan the ideas they might include in such an essay.

Timelines

I used this idea in both my ESL class and my GED class, with mixed success.

You ask students to draw a line and write the most important events of your life along
that line, in chronological order. The events can be made more specific, like one's
progress through school, or all the jobs one has held, all one's lovers. Then, I would ask
the students to write about the most pivotal event, or the saddest, or happiest etc.

In my GED class, with a group of students all in their teens, I asked them to write a letter
of advice to themselves on some past decision they made, In other words, write to the
person you were back then, tell that person what they should do. This exercise provoked
a lot of emotion for some of them, and some exciting writing. The hard part in this class
was to get them to put down important events. They all insisted that nothing of
importance had happened to them. After a lot of questioning and encouraging, they all
came up with at least three or four occurrerces. That was a lesson for me in how low
their self-esteem was, and for them in how mud' they actually had gone through without
acknowledging it.

Allison Rutledge-Parisi

Writing for self-awareness

Five Most Important Parts of Life:

I used this idea in both ESL and GED. Another teacher, Sondra Wollins, gave me the
idea.

I asked my students to write the five most important things in their life on index cards. I
put a garbage can in the middle of the circle, and asked them to take turns throwing one
item in the garbage. Each student had to give a reason why they chose this item first, or
how they would live without it. I also asked them to record the reason in a sentence in
their notebooks, which came in handy later. We went around the circle until all the cards
were gone. When the exercise was finished, I asked them to write freely on what the
exercise had made them think, feel, etc. Then their sentences were useful as reminders of
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the decision-making process they had gone through. We got a lot of very thoughtful,
emotional writing out of this exercise, and one poem.

Allison Rutledge-Parisi

Interviews and oral histories

Oral history provides specific information i.ertaining to historical backgrounds, customs
and mores. The collection and writing up of people's stories encourages students to use
all four parts of language--speaking, listening, reading, and writing.

Here are some suggestions for starting interviews and oral histories:

1. Ask students to imagine that they are being interviewed by a reporter from a
newspaper. The reporter wants to know biographical information:

a. Where were you born?
b. Did you move a lot?
c. If so, where did you move to?
d. What special skills do you have?

Have students work in pairs on these interviews.

2. Make a list on the blackboard of the places people have visited. Discuss how they
liked the place:

a. Most interesting sight?
b. What was it like?
c. What did you think of the food?

3. Have students find newspaper articles that pertain to their "home" countries. Ask
them to share articles with the rest of the class. The class can develop questions they wish
to ask the "expert" about that student's home country.

4. Ask students to bring in menus from different ethnic restaurants. Ask students to
discuss the types of dishes. This u411 lead into a discussion about what is grown in the
country, the climate, etc.

5. Students can conduct interviews and compare information on houses of worship,
restaurants and clothing stores for each different background.

Sondra Wo!lins

Note: Oral histories also make good reading material for students. See Studs Terkel's
books, especially Working and American Dreams Lost anti Found, for first-person

16
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accounts of working in different jobs, facing struggles as an immigrant, and what it means
to be "successful" in this country.

GED writing

There are many people who do not like writing because they feel that they do not write
well. They become so afraid that they will perform badly in writing that it becomes a self
fulfilling prophecy. This difficulty is compounded when writing becomes something on
which students are tested.

It is important to stress the composing and revision process in teaching the GED essay.
Students should remember that what they write can be changed, rewritten, shaped to get
closer to what they want to say. If the student becomes comfortable with writing, there
should be no problem in tackling whatever topic is given on the GED writing test.

For this very specific task, students can be given fundamental help in, first of all, deciding
what they want to say. Students may find various pre - writing strategies
usefulfne-writing, jotting down ideas quickly, list-making, etc. The next step is to
decide what things go together in sequence, and to decide in what order one wishes to
enumerate them and what information can support ideas, bearing in mind that one should
start with an introductory statement, have a text, and then a conclusion. Drafts can be
shared with a partner to get feedback for revision.

Tip Students can also be encouraged to use comparison and contrast because even if
they are weak in the topic area given on the GED, they can boost their perceived
knowledge by dealing with it in light of some related area they know well.

Desmond Reid

Working in groups

Structuring the class so that students work in groups is one way to make a class
student-centered and active. Through the collaboration and talk that occurs in groups,
students can often learn more quickly and thoroughly. Certainly students can work in
pairs or groups to comment on each other's writing. See the following page for an
example of students working in groups on a reading assignment; other examples of group
work are in the lessons and projects that follow in Section III of this booklet.

17
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Posing questions for reading comprehension

Rather than have the students answer reading comprehension questions, I had them write
their own. I led up to this exercise gradually.

First, I gave out an article with the usual complementary questions. However, rather than
ask the students to answer the questions, I asked them to identify what kind of questions
were asked, what type of information was needed: facts? reader's point of view? author's
point of view? inference? This last category required a lot of introduction and
explanation. All four categories obviously come from me, not the students. and I cheated
by making up the questions myself so that they clearly fit one or two categories.

I repeated this exercise with a couple of readings.

Next, I wrote the title of an article on the board: "Visa Into A White World." I chose the
article because of the provocative title, and because it tells a strong story--a Columbia
English professor, Bin!, is barred from a shoe store with a buzzer door until he flashes
his American Express Gold Card. Without letting the students read the article, I asked
them to say what images the title raised in their mind, and what questions they had about
the story based on those images. Once we'd compiled a lengthy list, we read a chunk of
the article. Then we went back to the questions and saw which were answered, yet to be
answered, or clearly irrelevant. We also made up some new questions based on what
we'd read so far.

Finally, after completing the above lessons, I gave out some articles on favorite music
groups (Janet Jackson, Cameo and Run DMC). The class split into thirds and each group
took one article. Before reading the article, they had to think of what questions they
would ask that group if they were the interviewers. Then they read the article, and noted
which questions were answered. I asked them to notice why some questions went
unanswered, what the slant was on the article they read: general interest? latest album?
scandal? Did the interviewer seem to like the group or not?

Once the class had completed that part of the exercise, each section made up some
reading comprehension questions for the rest of the class to answer, based on the article
they'd read. I asked them to be sure to include all four types of questions that we'd
identified: fact, inference, author's point of view and reader's point of view.

Allison Rutledge-Parisi

Building on students' prior knowledge

Many students come to the GED/ABE class with low self-esteem. They may consider
themselves to have failed in school because of having dropped out, even if it was because
of the family's financial circumstances. Some even believe that there's a stigma attached

18
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to an adult going back to school after what are sometimes many years of absence. Others
are actually told by their children and others that they are "dumb."

There are, however, many positives that can be taken advantage of in the education of
adults. First and foremost is that they are stimulated to learn. Secondly, there is a
storehouse of pre-existing knowledge which they bring. For example, in a classroom there
are many students from many different places and they have experiences that no other
students have. Their knowledge runs the gamut from geography to economics, history,
anthropology, science, and even mathematics. These experiences can be shared with
other students, to everyone's benefit, and will help the students realize that they have in
fact acquired a storehouse of knowledge which only needs to be built upon.

Desmond Reid

Mg: Before beginning a new topic, ask students to write down what they already know
about the topic and then pool this information. This activity will increase curiosity, raise
questions, and make use of student expertise.

Hands-on/connections with work

One area of expertise that students bring to class is their knowledge of their work.
Wherever possible, ask students to make connections between material to be learned and
concepts connected to their jobs.

For example, Shirley Edwards uses diagrams of boilers and related hands-on activities to
promote job-related reading skills. Dorothy Suecoff, working with students who work
with their hands, teaches fractions and geometric shapes by having students take apart
models of rectangles and square. In the certification classes for exterminators, an
exterminator team-teaches with a literacy teacher, providing specific connections between
reading strategies needed for the civil service test and the material which will be on it.

19
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SECTION Ili

APPLICATIONS OF BELIEFS AND APPROACHES

SAMPLE LESSONS AND PROJECTS

20
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SAMPLE LESSONS: USING STUDENT-CENTERED
AND WRITING -TO -LEARN APPROACrIES

Focus: Digestion as a process; the 1i of digestion.

Motivation: Question from GED exam/Saltine cracker test/Protein (meat) test

Activities:

1. Pass out question from GED test: Digestion takes place completely in the a)mouth
b)esophagus c)stomach d)small intestine.

2. Ask students what they think digestion includes (how and where). They write down
their ideas. Discussion follows.

3. Conduct demonstration with saltine crackers. (One student chews cracker and spits
into test tube. One student crumbles cracker into another test tube.) Teacher explains
test for breakdown of starch: solution turns black if it's still starch; blue-black if
starch/sugar; copper red if starch changed to sugar completely. Students test and find
chewed saltine is blue-black.

4. Teach process of enzyme breakdown. Students can conclude therefore that there are
not enough enzymes in mouth to break starch into sugar. So digestion must proceed
throughout the body. Teach process in body.

5. Ask students to devise experiment to test digestion of protein. They jot down ideas,
share them with class, and revise experiments based on class comments.

6. Create chart comparing difference between digestion of protein and starch.

7. Discuss digestionhow is it different from what you'd previously thought?

21
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Social siracl

1. Definition of social sciences (defined broadly)
social/human interaction
--systems/procedure development
manipulation of environment

2. Awareness development: Identify impact of people on their environment.
(Manipulation through technology, etc.)

--Ex. Boilerwe manipulate temperature
--Ex. Train /planes/etc. -- affect travel, scheduling, choice of life style

3. Lesson development (student-oriented)

a) Time traveler strategy. Have students select and research an historical era to
"travel through." Have them select some sort of technology that during that time
manipulated people and events.
(Ex. Civil War -- cotton gin, cotton mills in north.) Have students write reports/make oral
presentations.

b) Role playing. Have students pick two or more major historical figures who had
opposing viewpoints/positions on an issue.
(Ex. American Revolutionary WarWashington and Cornwallis.) A debate forum or
dialogue writing can result from this.

Note: Role-playing and dialogue writing can also be used to explore other themes in
social science: landlord-tenant relationships, conflicts between labor and management
during the growth of the unions, etc.
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literature

Student-centered strategies for teaching literature and for using writing in connection
with literature;

L Student selection of reading material.

2. Asking students to bring in examples of specific types of literature.

3. Role-play characters (or author) orally or in writing, or take character out of context
of story and place into another context.

4. Writing about a particular topic over a period of time before introducing literature
that deals with this topic.

5. Include literature which addresses various cultural and age groups.

6. Invite authors to visit the class; invite students to write to living authors they admire or
have questions for.

7. Trips to theater and museums--writing about what they see can lead to other
discussions (symbolism).
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SAMPLE LESSONS: USING COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES

Social 5dence

Topic: Morality

Objective: Students will read article, establish a position (pro or con), and discuss their
findings.

Procedure:

1. Select current article supplied from a magazine. Introduce morality as a controversial
idea. Brainstorm with students as many key words as possible which the word "morality"
suggests to them. Give preview before reading article. Lift vocabulary relative to the
article. Outline what is to happen.

2. Read article and discuss.

3. Introduce debating as a format for presentation; identify a mot!erator and recorder.

4. Have students seek out further information on their own and take notes on information
to add to their positions.

5. If possible have students bring in guests (speakers on the topic).

6. Have students prepare debate notes in writing.

7. Conduct debates.

24
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Mathematics

Collaborative strategies for teaching geometry:

1. Use diagram of boiler to support questions about geometry that might appear in the
GED section on math concepts.

2. How many right angles are found in the labeled section of the Boiler Room
Operator's Guide?

3. Students study diagrams in pairs; decide how many right angles there are.

4. Pairs report back.

5. Analyze definition of angles (i.e., right, complementary, straight line, vertical, obtuse
and acute).

6. Students can then make appropriate decisions based on their understanding of these
geometry concepts.

Use wqrk measuring tools in classroom to find area, perimeter.

25
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Reading

Collaborative strategies for teaching reading:

Topic: "Professionalism" Article

Objective: To relate the notion of "professionalism" to their own behavior (JET Program).

I. Students define "professionalism."

2, Read first five paragraphs of article--reading comprehension/discussion/free discussion.
Identify the issue of code of silence vs. professionalism.

3. Form two groups of students. Assign team leader and team recorder for each group.

4. In each group, students role play (with recorder noting dialogue): one cop who has
committed a crime, fellow officer (a partner) who has witnessed the crime, and the Police
Commissioner, who has to investigate.

5. Students write down the play and present to classmates. Further discussion about the
plays and about the issue.

6. Students individually write their impressions of the exercise.

7. Discussion.
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SAMPLE LESSONS: USING INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES

Science (GED and Pre-GED)

Topic: What is an auto immune disease?

1. Motivation: Small project regarding the use of and development of immune-altering
drugs used in the treatment of AIDS. Students will have researched the development of
such drugs as AZT, and will have submitted a short critique for discussion.

2. The papers will be copiedall students will receive copies of each other's papers.

3. Students exchange papers in pairs and then interview each other based on the paper
received from the partner.

4. Questions will be derived by the students by reading each other's papers. Those
questions will then by used in the interview. Using this method, each student will be both
the giver as well as the receiver of information, and all students will contribute to the
collective knowledge of the class.
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History (GED)

Using interviewing in connection with the topic of war:

1. Ask students to brainstorm (in writing) questions on the experience of war.

2. Read an account, novel, history, etc. of war experience or see a film or photo exhibit.

3. Ask students to revise questions, based on #2 above.

4. Students interview each other in pairs and take notes: "Have you or any of your family
or friends had experience with war?"

5. Share interviews with class.

6. Compare different accounts.

7. Research: Present students with a timeline of a specific war. Each student (or a
group of students) chooses one event on the timeline to research and write about.

28
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PROJECT: GED SOCIAL SCIENCE
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

Overview

Aim Students will learn how to understand and interpret the Constitution of the United
States.

Behavioral Objective: Students will be able to display competence in objectively reading
the U.S. Constitution and judging its impact upon the people within the realm of their
knowledge of events.

Motivation: Students are asked to share with each other what they understand the
Constitution to say and mean and give examples of the impact of the Constitution.

Martial: Copy of the Constitution with all the Amendments; text; newspaper clippings;
magazine articles.

Concept: The Constitution of the United States is interpreted differently by different
people and institutions, and therefore its impact has diverse ramifications on the citizens
of the United States.

Ersgsshgt: Students are first asked to tell what they know about the Constitution of the
U.S. and to say, in the case of immigrants, whether their native countries have a document
of a similar nature (e.g., the Magna Carta in England).

The text is then read and discussed by the students, with the accent placed on their
understanding of the passage. Diverse views are encouraged and students are reinforced
in not feeling "silly" if their views are totally opposed to everyone else's.

Support materials, such as newspaper clippings, magazine articles, and excerpts from
the Constitution are introduced by students and teacher in support of or in opposition to
particular views presented.

Summary Questions: Questions asked and encouraged by the teacher, such as: "What do
you think the framers of the Constitution intended the outcome of a particular passage to
be, and do you think it is relevant at this point in history?

Follow-up: Homework assignment is given to the student to research a particular article
or event with constitutional impact for future discussion with the class.
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Using students' background knowledge

Students were asked to share with the class their knowledge of the United States
Constitution. They were then asked to compare and contrast it with any other documents
they know of in any otia countries (including their own countries of birth if they were
born elsewhere). One document mentioned was the Magna Carta in England.

The consensus was that the Constitution has a far-reaching effect on the day-to-day
functioning (and the quality of life) of all the citizens and residents of the United States,
as well as on most of the world's population through its impact on the foreign policy
actions of the U.S. with the rest of the world. It is not surprising, then, that almost any
occurrence that impacts the life of a citizen can be used to teach and interpret the
Constitution of the United States.

Discussion and debate

There are many contradictions to be found between the practice (or enforcement) of
constitutional guarantees and the guarantees themselves and this fact is used as a stimulus
(motivation) to engage students in discussion. For example, one discussion was centered
on the fact that the first ten amendments to the Constitution, known as the Bill of Rights,
guarantees freedom of speech, among other things. The Bill of Rights was ratified in
1791. Yet, during the term of office of President John Adams (1797-1801) Congress
passed the Alien and Seditions Act which subjected anyone who spoke or wrote against
the Congress or the President to fines and imprisonment.

Related readings and discussions

Students were asked to bring in articles from newspapers, magazines, or other
publications which they considered relevant on any discussion topic, with the result that
we discussed the Constitution's protection of one individual's right to smoke as opposed
to another's right to be protected from that smoke, which could be hazardous to his/her
health, as well as some of the following concerns.

The Constitution was also discussed in the context of racism and sexism. A Sun Features
article titled "Job Options for Women Are Expanding" and an article in the April, 1987
issue of ebony magazine are two examples of articles provided by the teacher and
students oil the topics. Discussion began with why it should be necessary to even be
concerned about racism or lack of options for women when the Constitution guarantees
the rights of all people. These discussions stimulated investigation of the conditions at
the time when the Constitution was being written. For example, how could it expound
that all men were created equal and yet the signers continued to be slave holders? Did
they mean all white men? Why, then, were voting and other rights excluded from white
males until the time of the presidency of Andrew Jackson (1829-1837)? What about
women? Did they literally mean men and not women? And what about Black people? It
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is well documented that the three-fifths compromise made them only three-fifths men.
So how could they be equrtl?

As if the Constitution and its amendments are not hard enough to understand, we are
faced with the variant interpretations by the different "scholars." The result is that the
discussions and arguments about the Constitution will continue ad infinitum. This fact
makes it very easy to stimulate student interest and discussion of the topic.

Note on methodology

The lesson is set up in such a way as to maximize student participation. The student
learns mostly through peer discussion and analysis--listening to one another, speaking
about the topic and expressing opinions, as well as reading aloud without being afraid to
say the wrong word or to mispronounce. Since all students are expected by the teacher
and their peers to participate, everyone has an equal chance to make mistakes.

I selected this method because, while teaching material needed for the GED, it teaches
the student to not accept anything at "face value," but rather to think of all the possible
sources of impact. Furthermore, this method enables the student to "learn for life" or, as
the Consortium phrases it, "empowers" the student.

The teacher's role is one of facilitator. This means that the teacher "moderates" the class,
summarizes the goals and accomplishments, redirect questions so that the students
provide their own answers, directs them to relevant sources of materials and, only as a last
resort, provides direct answers. The teacher also does the administrative work.

The result is that the student retains more, feels more confidence, and is able to more
easily transmit thinking skills to other areas of life.

Desmond Reid
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PROJECT: GED SCIENCE
DEVELOPING GED QUESTIONS THAT MOTIVATE

Background

In a GED class, most of the learning material used for teaching is unrelated to the
current adult experiences of the students in the class. Many textbooks use references only
relevant to child experiences, and the lack of relevant teaching material can pose a serious
problem for GED teachers as well as hinder the level of interest on the part of the adult
student.

Procedure

To offset this problem, I have developed a teaching format wherein my questions are
developed from the experiences of the adult students themselves. This teaching
technique can take the form of group discussions in which the teacher serves as a
moderator to focus the questions and concerns of the group so that students will
participate and share without feeling overwhelmed. The teacher listens carefully and
takes anecdotal notes so that relationships are established between the participants in the
group. Questions from these anecdotal notes may be written up for the next class session,
remembering to make reference to the discussion from which the notes were taken.

For an example, there are two siblings in my GED class on Monday and Wednesday
evenings. The brother is 25 and the sister is 26. What is unique about the two individuals
is that they are both genetically albino. In a group discussion about "family sickness" or
"other family problems," I learned that this family had eleven children and of the eleven,
only six survived and are living here in New York. The parents are originally from Puerto
Rico. Of the eleven children, three were born albino; the two siblings in my class and
another sister who is two years older than the 26-year-old. All of this information was
presented in a class discussion in which we shared some life experiences relevant to the
topic of family and the problems found within any given family. The questions below
were used in a later lesson on genetic disease.

I. How do we, as people, get to be tall or short?

2. Which parent. gives us the ability to become male of female? Explain your answer.

3. Can people born with features such as the colorless skin of and
affect other people? Why or why not?

4. How would you explain their lack of color to a three-year-old child? How would you
explain this to an adult?

Other suggestions for active student learning in GED classes follow.
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Getting information for an on-going science project

1. Use newspaper clippings -- carefully summarize the articles :3 that key points are used
by the students in their discussions and writings on the project.

2. Several texts and references should be obtained from the library by a committee of
student reference hunters. Specific pages and readings should be carefully outlined and
additional supportive material can be made available to each student in this manner.

3. The use of interviewing techniques which help to gather first-hand information about
the subject matter of the project can be quite helpful. Students who carry out the
interviews must be briefed prior to the interview. Focal and specific questions should also
be prepared before the interview so that clear responses are gathered.

4. The use of community agencies can be added to any list. Agencies such as schools,
hospitals, radio stations, television stations as well as churches can offer up-to-date
brochures and other hands-on information in many subject matter areas.

5. Student experiencesThis is an excellent technique that will probably result in a large
bulk of information, more unusual, than that gathered from the other sources.

Dorothy Suecoff
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PROJECT: GED HOME CARE WORKERS
RESEARCH JOURNALS: FOSTERING JOB-RELATED WRITING AND INQUIRY

13ackgrGand

The class is made up of home care workers. Health agencies such as HIP or Medicare
send these workers to the homes of out-care patients, the elderly, the disabled, families
with one parent or a sick parent.

The workers operate in isolation, communicating only with their client, their supervisor
once every two weeks or so, and with a nurse, if one is assigned to the case. Their duties
include washing the client, feeding him or her, light housecleaning, and making sure the
client stays on his or her diet and medication. However, the workers are not allowed to
actually administer the medicine. They make between four and six dollars an hour (rarely
as much as six). The workers, all women, come from Haiti and the West Indies as well as
from the USA. None of the workers in my class has a high school diploma. If you go by
the TABE test, their reading levels range from third to fifth grade.

The course, as it was explained to me before I met the students, is supposed to supply
these women with a place to meet and discuss their jobs, its problems and rewards.
Eventually, the labor union for these home care workers hopes that this course will be
certified, making it possible for the enrolled students to meet the requirements necessary
for job promotion; however, the course has not yet been approved for certification. That
explanation was given to me in one brief meeting before the classes began.

During that meeting, the instructors were given a cardboard box of assorted articles, most
of them taken from college level science journals or general adult basic education
handbooks, as well as a curriculum outline for other health care courses, though none
specifically for home care workers.

In the first few meetings with my students, we spent a lot of time discussing their goals for
this course and for their lives. It came out that the students expected an entirely different
program. They expected a nurse practitioner to teach them about medicine. They wanted
certification.

A more subtle discrepancy between the students' expectations and what I had to deliver
lay in their ideas of how a classroom should be structured. Their idea of a nurse
practitioner telling them how to do their jobs included expectations of lectures from a
teacher with a supc,lior source of knowledge. I told the women that they knew much
more about their jobs than I did and in that respect, they would be teaching me. I did,
however, explain that I could help them explore the areas they wanted to learn (i.e.,
science, writing, math, union and h mith issues) by finding related materials and helping
them to break it down, by locating resources such as guest speakers, etc. This is all in
keeping with the idea of student-centered learning and student-generated curriculum, but
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at odds with bow these women wanted to be taught. I felt that I was battling vague
disappointment and unmet expectations.

However, all the women identified the acquisition of their GED as a goal and becoming a
Licensed Practical Nurse as their ambition. (The GED is required for an LPN). This
gave me a handle on how to approach curriculum development.

Still, I feel that I spent the first four weeks circling around the central concerns and issues
for these women without really coming to grips with them.

Four weeks into the course, we were given excellent materials designed specifically for
the home care worker. These consisted of three binders of carefully developed lesson
plans, including case histories, science information, and imaginative activities. I was able
to pull a let of very provocative material from this collection.

Research Journals

The students warned to learn more about health and the human body so that they won't
feel so unfamiliar with their clients' treatment. They wanted to feel more professional.
They wanted more respect, and they saw greater knowledge as a means to getting that
respect.

From the beginning of the class, I asked the students to keep a journal about their job. (I
said, you can certainh, write about your personal life as well if you want to.) At the
beginning of each class, we all took 20 minates or so to write 'bout our day, or whatever
was on our minds.

The idea came to me that the students should begin semi-independent research on some
topic which they would then present to the class. However, all my ideas of structuring the
research were based on my experience at school. These women haven't the resources I

had, nor the familiarity with decoding written texts. I had to think of a way to give them
an "in" to research.

I decided to make the journals more focused, and use them as the research tool. The
journals would provide them with a beginning, serving as their primary research. From
there (I hoped) it would be easier for the women to make the leap to newspapers,
magazines, interviews and the library.

For a first stage, I used one of the handouts from the Home Care binders. The handout
described five basic human needs, and presented them in a pyramid. (This is a common
tool of psychology courses, apparently). At the bottom of the pyramid is physical need,
above that safety and security, then belonging, self-worth, and self-fulfillment. The
handout carefully explained each level, gave examples of what the home care worker does
to fulfill these needs for her patient, then asked the students to add to those examples. I
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also asked the workers to write what they do to fulfill these needs in themselves and their
families.

Their assignment was to choose one of the needs and write in their journal throughout
the week about that need (see below). What do they do for their client? Their familes?
Themselves? Are their activities successful? I hoped that this would lead us into looking
specifically at interactions with their clients, as well as with their family, identifying the
constant demands made on these women.

Letroductory !Exercise

Now you've read *Observing, Recording and Reporting." These ideas are important for when you keep
your journal. The only difference is, I want you to put in your judgments as well as the simple facts.

Facts: Today my client seemed depressed and angry. She refused to eat.

Feelings: Mk impatient with her because she cursed at me. I tried to be nice, and didn't say what I was
feeling. When 1 got home, I felt more tired than usual.

Assignment for next week:

Look at the five basic human r .... Choose one of them. Read the description of that need so you really
understand it.

Self-fulfillment
Self-worth
Belonging
Safety and security
Physical needs

'It your journal this week, observe and record the activities you do:
For your client to answer his or her basic need.
--For your family to answer their basic need.
For your self to answer your basic need.

List all the activities you do.

Remember, you only have to write about one of the basic needs listed above.

Example: If you choose physical needs, you'll write about all the ways you take care of your clients
physically, like washing their faces, feeding them, taking them for walks. With your family, you probably do
their laundry, feed them, etc. For yourself, you wash, rest, eat, etc.

(Physical needs are very simple. You might want to choose one of the more interesting needs, like
belonging or self-worth).

I started the use of research journals in the home care workers course with two goals:
first, that the students would teach a class on a topic they have researched, and second,
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that the students would write out their findings and collect those writings in a book that
they and others could then read. The second goal was easy to achieve. The first
materialized in a sideways fashion.

When approaching new subject matter in our home care binders, I divided the available
text into sections. Each student took a section, read it to herself, underlined the
important ideas and presented them to the class.

I also used this subject matter to get the research journals going. We began with the five
basic human needs, and moved on to Alzheimer's disease and the elderly, and stages of
childhood development.

The attempt at research journals never reached the level I'd originally hoped for. We
never made it to the library. The students never researched an independent topic, or
taught that topic in class.

However, the attempt added a lot to the class. Before I began assigning the material
from our home care binders for consideration, the journals bad simply been general
schedules of the day's activities, uninspired, a chore to write and to read. With the
assignment of this new material, the journal writing tightened and began to interest the
students themselves. Evetually, the unassigned entries became more personal and specific
as well. One woman began writing a dream she had, another her goal to have a house.

At the end of the course, I asked the women to go through their notebooks and select
their favorite writings. They read the selections aloud and made editing suggestions to
each other, then rewrote. I typed the entries up and collected them in a colored binder
for each woman.

Even within the more modest framework above, we could have done more. We could
have written a class piece about the course, the subjects we discussed from the home care
material, or personal sketeches of ourselves. I should have included the students in the
layout and order of the book, or rather, I should have put those decisions entirely in their
hands.

I still think the research journals could go much further than I was able to take them.
Rather than using the library as the major source of information, I will use Marcie's
suggestion and encourage oral research, interviews with union representatives or guest
speakers, and interviews with the clients themselves. We could use these spoken/written
accounts as resource material, and come much closer to these womens' concerns.

Note: Student writing samples follow.
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SteSe ERA

WSW/eta

My son Ernst is a very willlull bov. He has a very

bad temper, especially when he wanes samethiog his way. If

he dealt get what he beats, he's ready to fight, no matter

who you are, especially with the sister*. And he's so tiny,

children om the bus make fun at him. They call his mouse.

And be fights with them.

When be fights with my daughter, my six month old ace

laughed. We walks near his face and secs, what's so funny?

You better stop before I punks you too. But he's a very funny

boy.

Curious&

Ma always wants to know everything. Why do you have to

go to work? Mby you meet me to eat vegetable? Why do I

hews to go to school?

Sometimes I gave him some cough medicine. It he likes

the flavor, he Manta to drink the thole Dottie. I nay no.

-Why not?'

Feasfuls

Se's only scared of my husband. He's the only one he

listens to. He's scored of the dark and waterbuge. He

likes to put wards together and speak in abort sentences.

Sometimes he makes his own words or stories, his own song.

It be plays with something dangerous, I say, atop.

You are going to die. Me answers, I want to die Mom. I

don't care. I say, in a count of three, if you don't stop

I am going to hurt you. Then, be stops.

4

YOUNG ADULT

by Elsa

Having the privilege of raising children into adulthood.

I've found it to be most fascinating.

Sowing them grow from one stage to another, you can

learn a lot, even about your am self.

My obseevation about the young adult is that the obvious

excitement of the teenage fantasy begins to fade, and on they

seam to take on a more responsible role. What seemed so

imicatent is not so very impottant anymore, and what seamed

trivial isn't anymore.

It is a time when one begins to feel responsible for one-

self, and so in the context of that, the parent no00e to be

in a conflict with thee, and themeelf. For instance, parents

have to remember that you cannot order them around, as in

some instances. Such as when they decide to leave permanently

or even for an occasion. There is no definite limit you

can put on thee. since they are grows.

Some instances come to minds when they were small, the

time they were permitted to return home that was the time

they then started to leave the house. Which makes it a little

difficult to adjust to.

But in time you try to trust their judgement, and so

therefore you learn to deal with it for your own peace

of mind.

6
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PROJECT: SPANISH GED
1GRACIAS QUE...": READING, WRITING, AND ORAL HISTORY

Background

Cecilia's 'Gracias que.../Thanks for..." (see student writing samples that follow) is one of
the neatest outlines our group has come up with in terms of personal oral histories which
are still being assembled as a result of the students interviews of each other. This is an
ongoing project and as such it stands to be revised each time we go over it.

Procedure

We started out by reeding Miguel Barnet's Biography of a Runaway Slave as a social
studies enrichment experience. The students considered this very exciting reading and it
afforded us some interesting discussions. It also provided a writing paradigm that
students may wish to emulate, as the book is clearly the revised transcription of a series of
interviews between an anthropologist and E. Montero, the narrator.

Once we decided we wanted to work on oral histories, the next step was to brainstorm,
endeavoring to work around two fields of interest to them: their own lives and their
situation as evening GED students. We proceeded with a discussion which was very
personal in some cases or foggily abstract in other instances. The students concluded that
no matter what they worked on it seemed more manageable to focus on the more
personal aspects of their experience.

At this stage they are still consulting their own sources, namely their families, with a set
of four questions which they composed after our first discussion. They are going to
incorporate the results of these questions in their outlines after we discuss their findings
and add additional suggestions to make our interviews more successful.

Students are very much engaged in their own experiences and are going to have to come
to terms with their relatives recollections and opinions before writing about them in an
orderly and hopefully interesting fashion with the assistance of their peers. The idea is
firstly that students' experiences are a most appropriate subject of investigation, that
analyzing is fun, that collaborating adds to one's sense of community and makes learning
more joyful, and that writing as communicating, though not an easy task, can be exciting
and meaningful.

Note: Student writing samples follow.
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Cecilia Oracias quo...0

I* riot en III Csialto, coros de San fraaoisaa, Aop4biica

Doateleama. Hi madre proared dies blioa, de log 04410* 40404 4

heabras y 6 veronaa. Isousrdo tuna vas quo deoldi it a la iglesia

ea Sea Francisco baaer le* dies priaaras sibados del men pare

pear positeasia. teats qua levantarae a ace de as tree de is

=Sans. proourar as eabalio y desportar a us bermanite ate pars

qns as seeepallara. Selismas en to assure y liegAbanee a tteapo

pare, la primers Riga. Daspuis awl Wilkie ragresar, pare auaao

sestinas sleds Is oanuridad del °amine. Casio no haat& ague en is

sass babta qua it a bisoaria al rio. So aaraaba el ague I se

lavaba en uaa bats* de seas de *lideraEa an* Apaaa le lavabs is

raps a is sellers de at &Imolai ally me pegaba come $2.50 al nes y

sea ass yo aisle as °swab* /a rope, Lverdaa7 Dead* in *Cad de

16 alga ma fi.i a Is capital de at pale donde entudid haat. el

*stave grade; Imago a los 17 saes coaeno6 a trabejar come

eafereara 04 al ilaspital Salvador Gautier, doad* Ilagaba a las

lea y peraansoia baste Zan 7pm hacienda un poop do taaa, donde

poser tayscoiones, arrsglar Gam, haler a los pimientos caando

labia qua Iseerlo baits servirles is opaida, Minions, a inolusa

alertar al addiao *oar* al **tad* del nonfarm*, *saaalalmente el

60t* era grave. Alli as aeostuabra ea* an cads paballdo bays ua

Wino* -- come per 3 floras o maws el dia. Dupuis de quo el

06411041 pasaba Mesta. ye as ancarbsaa de Lodi) on al psoeLl6n.

Nash de todo...ana noobs ancoatrA use auarta y todavis me *taco

do risa eon 11610 peasar .1 spur* que yo pas6. Lland a/ mAdloa de

gaardis y ba36 so soiling*. Desde el primer dia quo uno we qua

algal** se la suers, uno a* adapts a ass eituacion. Ahf paei con.
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Cecilia Thanks

I was born in El Caisito, a village in the'provinaa of San

Francisco, Doainioan Republic. Ny mother gave birth Cc tea

obildren, 4 of which are female* and 6 are males. 1 resesber

thetiaa when 1 deoi.ad to go to oburob in the town of San

Francisca on the first Saturday of the south for tea oonseautive

moatha to earn some panassos. I bad to get up at &brae is tbe

secreting. I had to fetch myself a horse and wake up a younger

brother to aaaampaay me. No would head for mass in the dark sad

arrive in time ror the earliest one. Afterwards we would return

hose but we were never afraid. Do you know that wa didn't have

running water in tbe house. One bad to go to the river and carry

it. Clothes had to be washed in big voodoo bowl. for a while

I washed my grandfatber's wife's clothes. She paid no some 6

2.50 per smith end with that money I used to buy ay owe elothiag,

riot? At 16 years of ago I left for Use capital of ay country

where I studied through Jr. Nigh Solana; then at 17 I atartad to

work as a nurse at Salvador Gautier Scapitai, where I would

arrive at 7 no sad remain until 7 pa doing bit of overythiag,

such as giving shots, fining beds, batbing patients when they

seeded it, right through serving patients their meals, fowling

them and even keeping the doctor in charge posted as to the

patient's condition, espeolally 44011 it was very serious. Over

there it is customary for saob ward to have a donator presiding it

on a daily basis for about three hours or less. After the doctor

would review patients I would take ears of everything at ny ward.

I would do it all...Ons might I found a patient dead and to this

day I stall chuckle just resembering the aCraignts I was in. I

called the physician on Gall and he case doss right away and took



7 aaoa y em ass tiempo ontudIA ooaarolo taablio: meoanograrla,

arehivo,...codas seas oasis, en el lastituto Cbevaller. Quedaba

an is Duarte so ea* esquiaa, so may osroa de at case. Duranto

esa dpewa magma a mi ex-espeao, Luis SodrIgues, an oast de URA

tia. Nee samoramos y *1 calm de 'moo 3 altos aos oaaamoa en is

igleele de Maria uailiadora, quo quedaba cis a meaos oeroa de

doade ye vivid. Teals yo entemees unos 22 nos. To Cave 3

bibs; 2 bnkras y ea viania. Milos son: Maria, Maritsa y Luis.

Cuando vise a toner ys la iltima on el sonants y tree Is yo no

labia ("Sued. dal Iaatttuta y trabajabs en la Driolaa de

Nisrasida eneargiadoms de los arealvoa. Pero volviendo a mi

prole, Maria tersio6 su oarrsra de Eddie° ea is Univerainad

Duties.* do Santo Domingo, Lula festal rinalizaado la mirrors de

sealable en mss maiverelead privada, Aber* no me souerdo oda° so

//sea, Wallin en Santo Domingo, y Maritsa aolsmeate bisa la nigh

*oboe/. gAy, D/00, eime es qua se dins) gla emousla secuo4arial

Alla trabajabs en Pasaportea; altars traOsia en ens emprena

privada. Bas liens 2 alliesea Oaltada. Fiats.. quo a ni

*apes*, y ye lo llama tai porque assotrom nos *Bassos en la

iglesia, a 61 le dio per saamoraree de ouchaohitoa 36veasta, eau

eon is *dad, ogee a ion amarenta y pica de parrs, y todaviu sada

on soot no so ha quedado non Diagrams. A mI ma toad la euerte de

..igrar sole. To vino, de turista y lasso pude arreglar mi

situsolda. La would, de nil' laps esti as trimite; yo serfs

rolls viviendo coo e/loa. Ni vida es maga hiatoria quo so as

puede *Qatar, 'darts par. oscribir ma librol p=ro (land* tees

teamoolto on madera) ggraolas, Dion, qua nunoa as faltal; Bea es

mi rueras y yo todo se lo posga s Ml...
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over. Really, from the very first day one sees eoseone dying one

Sets used to that situation. I spent some 7 years there during

tibial 1 managed to study business: typing, filiag....all those

things, at the Cheealler Institute. It was located in a oorner

on Duarte Street, not sear to ay house. Around that tins I mat

ay ex-husband, Luis Rodrigues, at ay aunt's house. We fall in

love and got married three years later at ',Lb, ohuroh or Nary our

Lady or Nola. The churo4 was 'ore or lean close to wharf, I

lived. I was about 22 at the time. 'I have 3 obildrea, 2 Stria

end a boy. They ere Marla, Narita* and Luis. Dy tee time my

Last Wale* was bora in sixty tbrse I had already graduated from

the institute and was working taking oars of tbs riles at Lae

Migration Offices. Going bank to my obi/dren, Maria fantasied her

medical career at Santo Domingo's Autonomous University, Luis is

finishing Accounting at a private college, whoa. mane I don't

remember right saw but it will gone back to ma, likewise is Santo

Domingo, and Maritsa. She only ocpleted nigh Schaal. Sas-------

worked at Passports; row she works at a private enterprise. She

has 2 onildrea and is married. Just Imagis:II around his fortieth

birthday, as he started ageing my bunband began rolling in love

with young girls and in still involved in that; he ass sot been

aole to stlow to anyone. It was ey lot to emigrate -- by myself.:

I came as a tsarist and afterwards I was able to etraightea out my

status. My chiLdran'a arrival is In tbs manilla; I would be happy

living vita them. My lire is a story unfit to he told, were I to

start talking, es would mover finish, but (itaockiag on wood)

thank God,. MAO has mover failed ms...Me is my atrongth and I

hears everything up to
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Marfa *Experiencias do un alio

El ago tautly° de slit ba aide pars 111 .1 ads imporconte de si

olds estudiastil. Ere uns do mix ilusionea ir al noleolo, °ono

doeimeo a is esiouela seoundaria on Colombia; puss alempre me ha

gustisdo eatudlar y esouentro quo cads dia quo papa oproado ado y

aka. No sdlo preteado propersrme, slop tamblds polar ayudar a ci

fam1/10.

lin el aolegio no adlo be aprendldo Mostonte, aloe quo ba nide

pima ml on segundo how qua be compartido coo sin aompalteroo.

ga dl he pooled* rotes goy wadable*. Gracia* a noestra

profemora quo ha aide morawillosa ha tepid° nimbi) apoyo par parte

do ails. eoimoste ha silo use de euestrao priacipales

animadorim pars Ilegor eantootos a aosoluir maestro amp asoolor

el oral finallad cos el examen de equlvalsocla.

Peers* dos dial meravi/logos on experienelas. Al prisolpie as

oentla halitasite sarvioaa, pore polio a poor seta as tue disoipasdo

y, Dios groolas, pude der tin a ausetro arson. (baled perm /a

prdetma ass ird trawl/Liao salaam!' quo voordaderoments no es

tan diffoil y quo pars .soar major ponisja dabs de sotudiar

Me onsuestro may sabiofeabe eon todo 10 goo as ha suoodida

reforest* a/ olio do studio. Tuve paoaschas 000Lraticapoo, lea

smile* as Lopidieren iisistir a wigwams olases la qua toots quo

traholar wda tiempo, pore *1 fin draidi oxistinusr goo lop °lases.

rue ma grand* saoriflolo, pore stortimadsseate todo terming

satinfostorimmeate.

Repoeiendo a bolas lea persoosa gee damn ir a is eisouela

solliemdaris quo 10 Mapco sic penman° demosioda, pees el estudio

ci muy importaste y so* &ludo a soporornos es la aid* y a

soneeguir mejores trabsjos y use itoaoldo eaondsloo defilade.

4.9

Marfa One year's experience*

Tbe sobool year 19E6 has bees the most important year la my

otudent lit.. One of mg Illusions was to attend school am I have

always enjoyed studying sod I tied that each day I learn more and

more. I not only attempt to avail myself or a oftrorm but I also

want. to help out ay racily.

At school I bale sot Daly learned quite bit but it has bean for

no s bons away trot hoc* which I bows cherished with my

doormat:1o. In it I bare spent Boma very pleasant accosts.

Thanks to our teacher who hes boon marvelous I received great

doal of support tram bar. Trail., she has bees one of our solo

sources of inspiration is oonpleting happily our sobool year

which boo ended with the WO imisa.

They were wonderful days tilled with experiences. At the

beg/coins I telt eery nervous but little by little this gore way

and, thank Sod, I was able to take the OXUS*. Perhaps next ties

I will be calls knowing that it is not reilly all that diffloult

and that in order to get a bishop score I ought to study mere,

novertbeleals, I as satisfied with averythlas that has happened to

so regarding this sobool year. I bad sons setback which kept

as frog attending some classes aloe' I had to work longer boors,

but I finally decided to continua studying. it was a big

ocarina* but fortunately all end, well.

I would recommend to anybody who wants to attend high school that

you just go ahead and do it without further brooding. Studying

Is very important beormse it helps as to improve ourselves sad to

fled a bettor job and a more stable econonlo altuation.
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PROJECT: SPANISH GED
WRITING AND PUBLISHING POETRY

Background

For the GED, students have to study different forms of literature. In my class, one form
we studied was poetry. We read a number of poems and examined their rhythm and
rhyme schemes. As a way of reinforcing our study of poetry and getting some practice
with the rhyme schemes we learned, my class decided to write their own poems.

Procedure

I do not "know" how to write poetry; it is something I learned alongside my students. We
looked at bow professionally published poems were writtenwhere they rhymed or didn't,
the subjects they were aboutand began to work on our own.

Our first attempt was a collaborative poem, "Nuestras Aspiraciones." The class decided
on the topic for the poem, and then students took turns coming to the chalkboard to write
a line. As lines were added, students discussed and argued about the content and the
rhymes until everyone was satisfied.

Having experienced some success with the collaborative poem, students then began to
work on their own in class and at home. One student, Maria, told me that while she was
working on her poem, she would wake up at night thinking of a line and write it down,
and that she was thinking of ideas for her poem while sewing in the factory.

When the poems were completed, I put them together as a publication for the class.

Some of the poems follow.

Bienvenida Rodriguez



MOEATPAS ASPIRACIONCS

Posotros RatiM05 estudlando

con I. eaperanza de pager

Muestro proposito es seguir avarrando

y es( nuestro sueiro reallzar

Pronto tomaremos el examen

Esto seri= peso a der

Estaremos *my pendiente$

de los resultad050 ileger.

Con el diploma en manor

alegres vamps a eelehrar

y a la universidad Ilegamos

von el fin de nuestra mete alcanzar.

Eatudiantade ACTWU, sal& 420

Equivalents en espaol

Primavera 1987

PORQUE TRAAA.707

yo no se`

Ay no se, no sir

Trabejo part ester cansada

pogo rents lin dies pramero,

el te14#ono cosi siempre tarde:

y la ConEdison eaten *enso.

hunts me sobra dinero

siempre me hate falta

cuando qwero tamarme

una pas colada.

Salgo de xi case a las ocho de la manana

esperando 1lega54 tlempo,

pero cuando el tren se retrasa

camino come el viento y nunca llego a tiempo.

Mi trabajo es regular

pero no tengo cosi con (pan hablar

y per eso me pongo a estudlar

en be mementos de ilcre r.

Me encantan las personas que se superan

y las activlaides variadas tambie;:

peas vengo a la eacuela

pare poder aprender.

Quisiera prolonger el ti.mpo

pare dedicarielo a los *studios

Algunas veCes we *lento

que Is faena dlaria es en descontento.

Agotede muchas veces

me detengo a penaar

que al valdrca la pane

seguir hosts el final, pare poder saborear.

Me retina con coopeireros

y tenemos converseciones

y todo lc que p3aneamos

es pare nuestra superaclon.

MI AMOR EN LA DISTANCIA

Dastenca5, qui' cruel nes Bid°

ye quo are mentieneselejada del se: amado.

Cuando es de nocne MITO

la lung, lea estrellas

y en silenclo lloro y pienao

lOh distancialePor que to to has empeWado

en mantenerme aislada del se: tan amado?

Tu has lido be trnica

quo has logrado **parer mi vide de su existence

eunque no pierdo he esperanza

de que en die rosy* esa barrens

que es la distancia.

Oicen que la distancia earl olvido

pero yo no confab° esa rear);

porque a travez de elle me day cuenta

de ere infinito amer.

Estudiante

Adys
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PROJECT: GED MATH
ACTIVATING STUDENTS' BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

OF GEOMETRIC FORMS

Warm up:
Review lines which were studied already.

Motivation:
Find the geometric forms in this room.

Development:
1. Students will look for geometric figures around them.

2. The shapes found by the students will be reproduced by the students or teacher on the
blackboard.

3. Description and definition by students of the shapes found.

4. Students will copy the shapes and their description and definition.

Sumer ary:
Students will draw S different things and write the names of the geometric forms they
draw next to the shapes.

Hou..nvork:
Look for geometric forms on the street and home. Which geometric form seems to
appear most often? Why? What is the usefulness of geometric forms?

Virginia Moore
Bienvenida Rodriquez
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PROJECT: ABE
USING THE NEWSPAPER TO EXPLORE LIFE AND WORK

IN NEW YORK CITY

Background

The class is comprised of working men: messengers, machine shop workers and security
guards. They seem to function
in isolation from the City, using it as a means to go to and from their obligations. I did
not get one impression from them of any pleasure or advantage derived from living in
New York City.

Furthermore, I've never seen any of these men carrying a newspaper, and so I assumed
that news was garnered from watching television or from talking to co-workers.

These gentlemen have not expressed to me any immediate goals. They are attending
school to learn math and reading. Although they do not have their sights set on the GED,
one young man has felt frustration in not having advanced to a higher level at his job.
Mother man is there because he has forgotten how to spell and "write." He is an
epileptic, and also underwent surgery for a brain tumor. He explained to me that he
knew much more prior to surgery. He feels frustrated because he knows that he has to
relearn these basics.

Procedure

I felt that using the standard comprehension, spelling and grammar books which
contained words and passages of facts unrelated to these men's lives would not be giving
them a holistic approach to learning. Instead, I decided to focus on the newspaper,
specifically articles about life in New York, as a way of connecting reading to their lives.

I began by selecting articles from the New York Times, underlining the challenging
vocabulary words, and then teaching these words to the men. I used flash cards. In
addition, I shortened the articles by cutting them. This appealed to the menbecause their
impression of the Times was that it was for others to read. I showed them bow I cut it,
and explained that often just reading the first two paragraphs would be ample. I showed
them the portion that I cut, and let them see that it was a more detailed explanation of
the first two paragraphs.

Attendance fluctuated, but I proceeded. Four of the six men had a fine understanding of
those articles. One man, who had performed poorly on the TABE, became very
defensive. His constant explanation about his poor performance became noisome to
everyone. However, he was able to master the words in the first article so well that 1
selected him to read and explain the content to the other men. I could feel his sense of
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accomplishment. It was like "The New Y Qik Titnes--wow!" We concluded with a
discussion about the City.

This can be an ongoing procedure. We are now talking about particular neighborhoods,
geographical locations for various industries (garment, floral, jewelry), and unions.

Reading/writing connections

One activity we did to connect writing to the readings and discussion is the City Survey
that follows:

city Survey

1. I find my city

2. It is always very

3. When I first arrived, it was

4. Today the city is olRmwm*r

5. When I leave this city I'll

Related activities

Some of the ongoing activities that students can engage in for using the newspaper as a
means of getting to know the city are:

1) Create a photo album of city officals.

2) Create a folder of articles, graphics and features the mayor should be aware of, and
explain your choices.

3) Select a newspaper photograph of two or more people, and write a conversation that
might have occurred between the people.

4) Read a full page advertisement And describe:
-- what the advertiser is trying to sell
-- who will probably buy the product.

5) Look at sports articles. Identify the city teams and discuss their achievements.

Sondra Wollins
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PROJECT: ESL
DEVELOPING WRITING SKILLS AND UNION PARTICIPATION

THROUGH ORAL HISTORY

I would like to share a project done by Laura Gotkowitz, one of the teachers at Local 259
UAW.

Laura writes: 'The advanced ESL class I am currently teaching is structured around an
oral history project on the electronics factory where my students work. I had introduced
the project to the class because I felt that the course materials should be directly relevant
to their lives and concerns. The project has tried to give meaning and direction to the
goal of "learning how to write," which was, in fact, high on the students' list of objectives
at the beginning of the term. The project has also fostered reflection and criticism about
conditions in the factory. I think that the project will help the students develop sound
literacy skills, and simultaneously lead to analysis of and perhaps solutions to specific
problems they have identified in the factory, and also to their greater participation and
influence in the union."

Class population

The students in this class are Spanish speaking women workers who are employed in an
electronics factory in Manhattan. The class is held twice a week in the factory lunch
room, after work. There are eight students. Most of these women have worked in this
shop for over 10 years at least, some over 20 years.

Materials

Notebooks, pencils, pens, tape recorders and tapes. Access to typewriter and Xerox
machine.

Objectives

The objective of the project is the student production and dissemination of an illustrated
book and tapes documenting work and union experience in their factory using the oral
history process. The book will be given to the union, the education program for use as a
text in other classes, and to the Wagner Archives at the Tamiment Library, NYU.

Activities:

Oral History

1. The teacher introduces the Oral History project, exploit's the process and discusses the
goals. (She/he may show examples of other oral histories.)
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2. The students make a list of interview questions. The following topics Pr-,hrged:
--migration to N.Y.; decisions, experiences, family
--previous work experience
jobs in the factory
changes in production and working conditions

union activity
--health and safety
relations between co-workers, between workers and management.

3. Students write their own paragraphs on the above topics.

4. Students arrange and tape interviews with co-,vorkers and people the students feel can
best contribute to the history of the shop, i.e. shop stewaid, supervisors, etc.

5. Students listen o the interviews, discuss the issues that arise from the interviews, and
write a paragraph of introduction to these interviews. In these introductions the students
are asked to not only write about their own experiences but to also respond to what was
said in th , interviews; making comparisons and analysis.

Research on the shop

This can be done through the interviews and/or through the use of periodicals, journals,
annual reports. Topics include: the division of labor, type of business, strikes, ownership
of business, profits and costs, etc.

Transcription, translation, editing

This process incorporates grammar, reading, discussion, vocabulary and writing. This
work is done in pairs or groups.

Photographs

Collect historical photos from Local 259 and from co-workers, make xerox copies.

Publication

Compile copies of the booklet: typing, prooftng, layout, xeroxing.

Outside resources

Wagner Labor Archives--Tapes and documents of union activity, statements or
organizers, workers, political activists. Photos.

rz8
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Center for Puerto Rican Studies/Hunter College--Tape of radio show done on Hispanic
women workers in the garment industry.

"How to do Oral History," by Debra Bernhardt, New York University, Wagner Labor
Archives. This paper explains how to do an oral history project, materials, goals, themes,
questions, etc.

brass Valley, The Brass Workers History Project compiled and edited by Jeremy Brecher,
Jerry Lombardi & Jan Stackhouse. Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 1987. (The
story of brass workers in western Connecticut.)

"Dig Where You Stand," Sven Lindqvist. (He discusses the importance of oral histories
as documentation of the workers point of view.)

Tracy Gross
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